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My Family Puzzle - Set of 3 - 
Jungle, Flowers, Northern Wildlife
Hochwertiges Puzzle-Set im Schuber ab 8 Jahren

illustrated by Angelika Scudamore

illustrated by Kaja Kajfež

illustrated by Jenny Palmer

Recommended Age: 8+

Puzzle

Puzzle

33,0 x 33,0 x 8,0 cm

€ 33.00 (D)

14 September 2023

Three jigsaw puzzles with 500 pieces each in a collector's slipcase with a price advantage

Come along and travel with the three  to the jungle, to a colorful flower meadow My Family Puzzles
and to northern Canada and discover the unique animals that live there. When all 500 pieces of the 
puzzle are put together, whimsical habitats with unique flora and fauna open up. 
The jigsaw puzzles train concentration and fine motor skills in a playful way and offer the whole 
family lots of jigsaw fun.
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Creative People:

 As a child, Angelika Scudamore was not only a big fan of Beatrix Illustrator:
Potter's illustrations, but also loved to draw herself. Before she became an 
illustrator, however, she first taught yoga classes for children and made up 
her own stories. Today, she carries a sketchbook with her wherever she goes 
and jots down any idea that comes to mind. She lives in South London and 
likes to stop in small cafés where she gets inspired by the people and the 
atmosphere.

 Kaja Kajfež was born in a small charming town in Croatia. As a Illustrator:
child, she often painted with her mother, kindling her love for illustration early 
on. Later, due to her interest in computer technology, she got a degree in 
Multimedia, Design and Application with a focus on visual communication. 
During her studies, she already began working as a freelance illustrator, 
which enabled her to establish her own illustration studio.

 Jenny Palmer grew up in a city close to Nottingham and studied Illustrator:
illustration and design at the University of Lincoln. She met her 
American spouse online through their shared love for video games. Today, 
they live together in Nottingham. She loves to bring bizarre scenes in her 
illustrations to life by using textured painting techniques and strong light 
effects, and to create detailed natural environments for cute animal characters 
to roam them.


